
ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY ON SHOULD ANIMALS BE USED FOR

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

In the present age, it is inevitable and undeniable to develop scientific research given the high demand for medicine and
veterinary health.

In some instances, when the animals give negative results such as irritation on the skin when the cosmetics are
applied on them, the analysts definitely know that the product has not attained the right standards for human
use. In the United States alone million animals are used on yearly bases. The rabbits' eyes are held open with
clips so that for the 72 hour test period, the rabbits can't even blink. Try to explore how moral this situation is.
There are a growing number who argue that there must be a reasonable middle ground. Animla Rights. In vitro
in glass testing, such as studying cell cultures in a petri dish, can produce more relevant results than animal
testing because human cells can be used. This promotes openness, public understanding of decision-making
and spendatures, and accountability Festing and Wilkinson,  It is possible to observe all consequences and
effects of certain drugs owing to short life cycles in the course of several years or even months. Thinking
about a good title for an essay on animal testing for medical purposes, do not forget to take into consideration
this debatable point. As a result, the chemicals used on the animals reared in the modified environmental
condition portray different results on the chemicals used on them. This experiment has saved millions of lives
of not only humans but also animals. There are even cases of human drug trials that have been given the go
ahead due to data from animal testing results leading to numerous deaths. Fox states that animal tests on
cosmetics and household products are nothing more than a "public relations campaign to dispel public concern
and give a false sense of security"  Sulfanilamide was a drug used for streptococcal infections, existing as
tablets or powder. It is normal now to get rid of the outdated things and introduce innovations. As well as
stipulating minimum housing standards for research animals enclosure size, temperature, access to clean food
and water, and others , the AWA also requires regular inspections by veterinarians. A common task for the
students is to work on an argumentative paper; thus, it is essential to determine and specify a definite position
and then develop a thesis statement with the supporting arguments appropriately. Another alternative to this
test is a product called Eyetex. Institutions follow the three "R"'s: Replacing, reducing and re- ning animal
usage Festing and Wilkinson,  Every year pharmaceutical companies invent hundreds of new drugs and
diseases to diagnose people with and then push the drugs onto regular citizens who may not in fact need them
after all, so why should they need to test on more and more animals so that they can put out more drugs? In
conclusion, animal testing has both its merits and demerits. More humane methods of research need to be
employed. The animals that are chosen and preferred for testing possess characteristic that are almost similar
to those possessed by the human beings. Aspirin, for example, is dangerous for some animal species. FBR
Proud Achievements. Plagiarism free With us, originality and uniqueness are paramount factors to success. It
is a procedure of transition to innovative methods of conducting experiments with the use of computers, cell
culture, micro dosing by volunteers, human tissue tissues, and other methods. Is a human being more
important than an animal just because it is of a different species. However, because of animal testing, , dogs,
50, cats, 60, primates, 1. The use of animals to test cosmetics may therefore prove to be of less or no use in the
near future.


